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Our DHM-online platform now offers you the ability to save and share your shopping cart. This way you can 
save products for a future order, or forward your cart to a colleague to place an order. You can also save 
multiple carts. For full details, access your cart and click the "Share" or "Save" icon. 

SHARE/SAVE CART

With the renewal of the online platform and the continuous updates, we have made it even easier to check 
stock availability and price, and purchase products. In each product page, as in the cart before 
concluding the order, you can check stocks in real time, with the timing of delivery of the material and 
specific details about the processing, if any. You can also see the stocks that can be purchased in 
back-order with the timing of arrivals and management by the factory.

ADVANCED PRICES/AVAILABILITY MANAGEMENT

A single point where you can find insights, application tips, videos, technical articles and tutorials, but not 
only, to support you during the development of your projects.
In addition, for registered users, you can download the pdf of the technical sheets for each product on the 
platform.

TECHNICAL RESOURCES - BLOG

This tool allows you to create different projects or lists of items on our website to order them at your 
convenience. Add products by clicking the "Add to Project" button or through the dedicated page within 
your personal profile.
You can also share projects in various ways: you can send a read-only copy, you can export your project 
to PDF or CSV, and you can make your project public on the project page of our website.

PROJECTS MANAGEMENT

Configurable components are products where you can select specific design features, and see pricing 
and lead times at a glance.
Popular configurators include linear shafts, linear guides, miniature linear guides, aluminum extrusions and 
aluminum sheets. Select your specifications from material, surface treatment, length and diameter.
Various types of machining are available on request: drilling, threading, tapping, grooving, honing, satin 
finishing, coloring and packaging. 

CONFIGURATORWHO WE ARE:

We are an Italian company that since 2012 
accompanies the transformation of 
Craftsmanship towards Industry 4.0.

We provide mechanical and electronic 
components that can be used on CNC machines, 
automation systems or prototypes. We also have 
a wide assortment of Filament and Resin 3D 
printers, as well as accessories and consumables.

We offer a wide range of product customization 
through our configurators, and supply of 
non-catalog material.

The items handled are sample tested in our 
headquarters in Venice by qualified personnel to 
ensure our customers reliable and high quality 
products. They are available and delivered 
immediately, or can be ordered with the timing 
specified in the product sheet.

Thanks to the experience gained and the use of 
3D printing we work directly in the field of 
industrial automation and robotics. We study, 
design and manufacture machines to make 
process lines safer, faster and more reliable. We 
provide adequate support in case of need.

In view of sustainable development we 
participate in Race to Zero, for the achievement 
of carbon neutrality.



For more information about our services visit the dedicated page on 
our website 
https://www.dhm-online.com/en/content/20-dhm-online-services
or contact us through email, phone or contact form in our website.

Our loyalty program allows customers to accumulate 
points based on orders placed. This will allow you to 
take advantage of dedicated discounts that can be 
viewed directly on the product page during purchase 
or in the account section.

Loyalty Program

Through our affiliate program you can monetize your 
traffic on blogs, forums, content platforms or social 
pages. You create easy-to-use links through which you 
can redirect your audience to specific recommended 
products earning money with every purchase or for 
every eligible sign-up. In turn, the new customer will 
receive a coupon good for their first purchase.
Only new customers can be sponsored, it is not 
possible to sponsor a customer already registered on 
the site.

Affiliate Program

For customers with a business account and for public 
administrations it is possible to use the online technical 
support chat. Dedicated support allows you to have a 
direct connection to our team. If the chat is offline 
please refer to our customer service at 049 2701149 or 
email info@dhm-online.com

Dedicated assistance

If you need support, assistance or more information about a product, an order or an online service, we 
are here to help. In the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) section you will easily find quick answers to 
the most common questions regarding orders, account, catalog and more. In addition, on each 
product page you can submit a specific request for technical support.

FAQ

Quick order

SKU NAME QTY

+ADD

Add to cart

From the quick order page you can quickly order all the products you need at once. 
Just enter the product code of the store (reference - SKU), the title, the variant and the quantity 
required. Click on "add to cart" and you're ready to complete your purchase.
Alternatively, you can upload the product list (BOM): upload an Excel, CSV or tab-delimited file with the 
title or product code and quantity required. 

QUICK ORDER

In each product sheet you can find the button "add to quote", in this way you can create a request by 
including the product in the desired quantity. You can then complete the quote request for the single 
product or proceed with the inclusion of other items in the list. 
When you're on the "Submit Quote Request" form, fill out all the necessary fields so that we can gene-
rate the most accurate quote possible. You can also change the quantity directly when submitting on 
your quote if needed. 
This service is dedicated to B2B customers

QUOTE

The product comparison tool allows you to select up to 3 products at a time to compare. On the 
dedicated page you can compare the information and specifications of the selected products in a 
side-by-side format, making it easy to identify similarities and differences between products.
You can remove or add items to your cart easily by clicking on the appropriate button. 

PRODUCT COMPARISON

Thanks to the advanced search, browsing through the categories and products of the DHM-online 
website is much easier. The advanced search allows you to search through filters, narrowing down the 
number of compatible components to your needs until you find what you're looking for.

ADVANCED SEARCH
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Profiles structural and accessories
Structural profiles and accessories

Compass DHM projects supplies mechanical components for industrial automation and 3D printing, including structural profiles (modular aluminum
profiles).
The wide range of components, the online cutting configurator with immediate quotation, and the shipping within 24 hours allow a fast and reliable supply.

The raw aluminum structural profile is ideal for all those applications ranging from construction for industrial carpentry to that of hobby; they are suitable for the mechanical construction of modular
structures. Find ready-to-ship aluminum profiles:

series 5 - slot 6 mm - module 20
series 6 - slot 8 mm - module 30
series 8 - slot 10 mm - module 40

All the series of profiles have slots to ensure a stable fixing even with high static and dynamic loads, and foreseen for the use of all the accessories necessary for the construction. Profiles can be available in
various formats:

slot on 1 side
slots on 2 opposite sides
slots on 2 consecutive sides
slots on 3 sides
slots on 4 sides

The aluminum profiles allow for a modular system. Anodized aluminum profiles require neither mechanical processing nor welding for their joining. The grooves on the profiles are made with an extrusion
process obtaining highly respectable precision and tolerances: nuts, plugs, various anchors can be inserted.

Here are the main advantages of aluminum profiles:

Modularity: modular and modular aluminum alloy profiles that offer the possibility of infinite combinations
Customization: our online cut-to-size service is available 24/7 for an immediate quote and a quick purchase
Innovation: through CAD management, the systems created using profiles make it possible to create innovative solutions for the industry.
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Series 5 (slot 6)
5 series profiles (6 mm slot)

Compass DHM projects supplies mechanical components for industrial automation and 3D printing. Among these we find the 5 series aluminum profiles. The
aluminum profiles with 6 mm groove and module 20 can be easily assembled thanks to the various accessories. They are particularly suitable for
applications with limited loads and as a reinforcement behind flat elements.

20 mm base aluminum profiles:

Profiles with 6 mm groove for lightweight structures such as stands and laboratory installations
The 20x40 and 20x60 profiles are particularly suitable for shoring
Ideal for building display cases, shelves and housings

Modular aluminum profiles series 5: we have ready-to-ship profiles in bars that can be cut to size. Discover our cutting configurator to pack the profile kit you need.
In addition to the anodized profiles with various types and number of slots, you will find the relative accessories such as aluminum brackets, two or three-way aluminum joints, plastic finishing caps and
much more.
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SERIES 5 - Slot 6mm - CUT TO MEASURE Structural profiles - anodized extr...
Brand: DHM Pro

SKU: config-serie5

Structural  extruded  aluminum  profiles  cut  to  size  -  length  expressed  in  millimeters  (mm)  ATTENTION
TOLERANCE ON CUTTING OF +/- 0.5mm Processing time 24/48h on material in stock What does series 5
mean? The profiles have 6 mm wide slots. These light and economical profiles, for the price/quality ratio,
have an important peculiarity: they have a transparent anodized surface treatment. Therefore, they can
be installed even in unfavorable environments. By choosing the right combination of slots, they can be
used for various types of installation. For example, they are ideal for the realization of protections and
customizable structures.  Among the other  products  of  the series  5  you can find pre-assembly or  post-
assembly  T-nuts,  screws  and  accessories  compatible  with  all  configurations  that  you  can  get  by
customizing your profile series 5! One of our services is the customization of the product, in particular
the  cutting  to  size.  We  offer  cutting  to  size  using  cut-off  machines  and  cutting  benches,  with  the
possibility of selecting the material that best suits your needs by customizing thicknesses, diameters and
lengths. On request you can take advantage of various types of processing: drilling, threading, tapping,
end  cutting,  creation  of  grooves,  sanding,  satin  finishing,  coloring  and  packaging.  You  can  use  the
contact  form  on  the  right  or  contact  us  by  e-mail.

Available in the following versions:
GROOVED FACES - slots on 1 side, 6MM HOLLOW STRUCTURAL
PROFILE (5 SERIES) - 20x20
GROOVED FACES - hollow on 2 consecutive sides, 6MM HOLLOW
STRUCTURAL PROFILE (5 SERIES) - 20x20
GROOVED FACES - hollow on 2 opposite sides, 6MM HOLLOW
STRUCTURAL PROFILE (5 SERIES) - 20x20
GROOVED FACES - 3 sides hollow, 6MM HOLLOW 
STRUCTURAL PROFILE (5 SERIES) - 20x20
GROOVED FACES - 4 sides hollow, 6MM HOLLOW 
STRUCTURAL PROFILE (5 SERIES) - 20x20
GROOVED FACES - 3 sides hollow, 6MM HOLLOW 
STRUCTURAL PROFILE (5 SERIES) - 20x40
GROOVED FACES - 4 sides hollow, 6MM HOLLOW 
STRUCTURAL PROFILE (5 SERIES) - 20x40
GROOVED FACES - 4 sides hollow, 6MM HOLLOW 
STRUCTURAL PROFILE (5 SERIES) - 20x60
GROOVED FACES - 4 sides hollow, 6MM HOLLOW 
STRUCTURAL PROFILE (5 SERIES) - 20x80
GROOVED FACES - hollow on 2 consecutive sides, 6MM 
HOLLOW STRUCTURAL PROFILE (5 SERIES) - 40x40

GROOVED FACES - 3 sides hollow, 6MM HOLLOW 
STRUCTURAL PROFILE (5 SERIES) - 40x40
GROOVED FACES - 4 sides hollow, 6MM HOLLOW 
STRUCTURAL PROFILE (5 SERIES) - 40x40

/srv/www/compass/html/pub1/img/p/4/8/4/3/8/1/6/4843816.jpg
https://www.dhm-online.com/serie-5-cava-6/3849-serie-5-cava-6mm-taglio-a-misura-profili-strutturali-profilati-in-alluminio-estruso-anodizzati.html
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5 pieces Hammer head screw slot série 5 M5*10 mm
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14020101

The package contains: 5 x Hammer head screw slot M5 x
10 T-head bolt for our profile 20x20 or 20x40 seies 5. For
additional  connections  or  attachments.  Material:
Galvanized steel - Thread size: M5 The item that you can
get  for  certain  features  differ  from the  one  shown  in  the
photo,  depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided by automatic translation. If you have any
questio...

5 pieces Hammer head screw slot série 5 M5*12 m
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14020102

The package contains: 5 x Hammer head screw slot M5 x
12 T-head bolt for our profile 20x20 or 20x40 seies 5. For
additional  connections  or  attachments.  Material:
Galvanized steel - Thread size: M5 The item that you can
get  for  certain  features  differ  from the  one  shown  in  the
photo,  depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided by automatic translation. If you have any
questio...

5 pieces Hammer head screw slot série 5 M5*16 mm
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14020103
The package contains: 5 x Hammer head screw slot M5 x
16 T-head bolt for our profile 20x20 or 20x40 seies 5. For
additional  connections  or  attachments.  Material:
Galvanized steel - Thread size: M5 The item that you can
get  for  certain  features  differ  from the  one  shown  in  the
photo,  depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided by automatic translation. If you have any
questio...

5 pieces Hammer head screw slot série 5 M5*20 m
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14020104
The package contains: 5 x Hammer head screw slot M5 x
20 T-head bolt for our profile 20x20 or 20x40 seies 5. For
additional  connections  or  attachments.  Material:
Galvanized steel - Thread size: M5 The item that you can
get  for  certain  features  differ  from the  one  shown  in  the
photo,  depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided by automatic translation. If you have any
questio...
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5 pieces Hammer head screw slot série 5 M5*25 mm
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14020105

The package contains: 5 x Hammer head screw slot M5 x
25 T-head bolt for our profile 20x20 or 20x40 seies 5. For
additional  connections  or  attachments.  Material:
Galvanized steel - Thread size: M5 The item that you can
get  for  certain  features  differ  from the  one  shown  in  the
photo,  depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided by automatic translation. If you have any
questio...

Sliding nut smooth - 10 pieces M3
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14060101

The package contains: 10 x Sliding nut smooth Smooth
nut  with  spring  ball.  Subsequently  swiveled  into  the
groove. Material: steel, galvanized Other accessories and
matching  profiles  can  also  be  found  in  the  shop  or  on
request! The item that you can get for certain features
differ from the one shown in the photo, depending on the
production lot. However, the functionality is retained. The
description of this item has been provided by automatic
transl...

Sliding nut smooth - 10 pieces M4
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14060102
The package contains: 10 x Sliding nut smooth Smooth
nut  with  spring  ball.  Subsequently  swiveled  into  the
groove. Material: steel, galvanized Other accessories and
matching  profiles  can  also  be  found  in  the  shop  or  on
request! The item that you can get for certain features
differ from the one shown in the photo, depending on the
production lot. However, the functionality is retained. The
description of this item has been provided by automatic
transl...

Sliding nut smooth - 10 pieces M5
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14060103
The package contains: 10 x Sliding nut smooth Smooth
nut  with  spring  ball.  Subsequently  swiveled  into  the
groove. Material: steel, galvanized Other accessories and
matching  profiles  can  also  be  found  in  the  shop  or  on
request! The item that you can get for certain features
differ from the one shown in the photo, depending on the
production lot. However, the functionality is retained. The
description of this item has been provided by automatic
transl...
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Hammer nut M3 - series 5 - 10 pieces
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14050101

The  package  contains:  10  x  Hammer  nut  For  fast
attachment of profiles. Turn when tightening by 90 ° and
thus  engage  in  the  groove.  Hammer  nuts  create  a
conductive connection. Material:  steel,  galvanized Other
accessories and matching profiles can also be found in the
shop or on request! The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality  is  retained.  The  d...

Hammer nut M4 - series 5 - 10 pieces
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14050102

The  package  contains:  10  x  Hammer  nut  For  fast
attachment of profiles. Turn when tightening by 90 ° and
thus  engage  in  the  groove.  Hammer  nuts  create  a
conductive connection. Material:  steel,  galvanized Other
accessories and matching profiles can also be found in the
shop or on request! The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality  is  retained.  The  d...

Hammer nut M5 - series 5 - 10 pieces
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14050103
The  package  contains:  10  x  Hammer  nut  For  fast
attachment of profiles. Turn when tightening by 90 ° and
thus  engage  in  the  groove.  Hammer  nuts  create  a
conductive connection. Material:  steel,  galvanized Other
accessories and matching profiles can also be found in the
shop or on request! The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality  is  retained.  The  d...

Sliding nut smooth - 10 pieces M6
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14060104
The package contains: 10 x Sliding nut smooth Smooth
nut  with  spring  ball.  Subsequently  swiveled  into  the
groove. Material: steel, galvanized Other accessories and
matching  profiles  can  also  be  found  in  the  shop  or  on
request! The item that you can get for certain features
differ from the one shown in the photo, depending on the
production lot. However, the functionality is retained. The
description of this item has been provided by automatic
transl...
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Sliding nut heavy - 10 pieces - series 5 M3
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14040101

The package contains: 10 x Sliding nut heavy You must
insert this slot nut into the groove before mounting the
profile,  a  subsequent  swinging  oä  is  not  possible.  Other
accessories and matching profiles can also be found in the
shop or on request. The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided...

Sliding nut heavy - 10 pieces - series 5 M4
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14040102

The package contains: 10 x Sliding nut heavy You must
insert this slot nut into the groove before mounting the
profile,  a  subsequent  swinging  oä  is  not  possible.  Other
accessories and matching profiles can also be found in the
shop or on request. The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided...

Sliding nut heavy - 10 pieces - series 5 M5
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14040103
The package contains: 10 x Sliding nut heavy You must
insert this slot nut into the groove before mounting the
profile,  a  subsequent  swinging  oä  is  not  possible.  Other
accessories and matching profiles can also be found in the
shop or on request. The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided...

Sliding nut heavy - 10 pieces - series 5 M6
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14040104
The package contains: 10 x Sliding nut heavy You must
insert this slot nut into the groove before mounting the
profile,  a  subsequent  swinging  oä  is  not  possible.  Other
accessories and matching profiles can also be found in the
shop or on request. The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided...
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Anodized aluminum hinge with nylon seals series 5

Marca: DHM
SKU: 14090107

The package contains: 1 x Anodized aluminum hinge with nylon seals
series  5  This  anodized aluminum hinge has  nylon seals  that  prevent
rubbing between the metal parts of the hinge itself in the movements of
opening and closing. This hinge is used with aluminum profiles series 5.

Pre-assembly long nut - Series 5 steel - M5 thread

Marca: DHM
SKU: 14040105

Package contains: 1 xLong pre-assembly nut with holesM5 -5 Series This
nut  is  suitable  for  use  with  extruded  aluminum  profiles.  It  can  be  used
with 5-series profiles such as 20x20mm and 20x40mm, which have 6mm
slots.  They  are  to  be  inserted  before  mounting  the  profile.  Threaded
tapped hole that allows you to fix the nut with the respective screw. They
are suitable for fixing a linear guide to the profile.
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Cap 20*20 mm for profile series 5 polyamide black - pieces...
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14080101

Package contains: 5 x Caps 20*20 mm for profile sseries 5
Caps for aluminum profiles series 5 hollow 6 mm. They are
standard  caps  to  protect  the  ends  of  the  profiles.  The
material  is  polyamide,  the  color  is  black.  The  profile  and
the number of feet of the caps may vary depending on the
batch available.

Cap 20*40 mm for profile series 5 polyamide black - pieces...
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14080102

Package contains: 5 x Caps 20*40 mm for profile sseries 5
Caps for aluminum profiles series 5 hollow 6 mm. They are
standard  caps  to  protect  the  ends  of  the  profiles.  The
material  is  polyamide,  the  color  is  black.  The  profile  and
the number of feet of the caps may vary depending on the
batch available.

K800 trolley wheels nylon Ø19 mm 3D printing Kossel
Marca: DHM - SKU: 05060101
Package  contains:  1  x  Kossel  K800  wheel  Teflon  wheel
mounted on radial ball bearings ideal for the construction
of carts to slide on linear guides for printers such as Kossel
or small CNC. Suitable for aluminum profiles 15x15.

Trolley wheels Delrin Small wheel MR105
Marca: DHM - SKU: 05060201
Package contains: 1 x Delrin Small wheel MR105 Delrin
wheel  ideal  for  use  with  aluminum  profiles  in  the
movement of 3D printers, but also other projects. Allows
you to work with high precision and tolerance. Suitable for
20x20 profiles. Internal hole 5 mm. Bearing MR105.
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Angle 20 * 20 with cap - for profile series 5 2020

Marca: DHM
SKU: 14030110

The  package  contains:  1  x  Angle  20  *  20  with  cap  -  for  profile  series  5
2020 Angle with centering lugs: fast, exact and non-rotating assembly -
when mounting transversely to the groove or on plates, the centering lugs
can  be  broken  off  The  item  that  you  can  get  for  certain  features  differ
from the  one  shown in  the  photo,  depending  on  the  production  lot.
However, the functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided by automatic translation. If you have any questions, please
do not hesitate to contact us.

Corner Blind Brackets three-way type

Marca: DHM
SKU: 14030109

The package contains: 1 x Corner Blind Brackets three-way type Example
of  use  of  the  retractable  corner  bracket:  3  profiles  can  be  joined  at  an
angle. They are an internal connection that also acts as a cap for the
profile. The item that you can get for certain features differ from the one
shown  in  the  photo,  depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has been provided by
automatic translation. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to
contact us.
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Angle bracket 45° - serie 5

Marca: DHM
SKU: 14030106

The  package  contains:  1  x  Angle  bracket  45°  Aluminum  profiles  can  be
connected  to  each  other  via  a  bracket.  This  connection  involves  the
insertion of nuts in the profiles and fixing with the screws. The bracket in
question is an extruded aluminum anodized model for connecting the
profiles  on  the  corners.  The  item  that  you  can  get  for  certain  features
differ from the one shown in the photo, depending on the production lot.
However, the functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided by automatic translation. If you have any questions, please
do not hesitate to contact us.

Interior angle aluminum profile 2020

Marca: DHM
SKU: 14030103

The package  contains:  1  x  Interior  angle  aluminum profile  2020 Internal
angle  for  the  right-angled  connection  of  profiles.  Suitable  for  our  profile
20x20 series 5. Interior angles allow an elegant construction, especially
with  the  design  profile.  Easy  installation  and  attractive  design.  This
interior  angle  is  more  solid  than  other  offered  angles  made  of  sheet
metal! Application: Installation of transverse bars on your construction
that are not exposed to high pressure loads. Ideal for a montage where
you do not want to see any angles. The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,  depending  on  the
production lot. However, the functionality is retained. The description of
this item has been provided by automatic translation. If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
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90 ° rotation bracket for 5 series profile
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14030102

The package contains: 1 x 90 ° rotation bracket for 5 2020
series profile Aluminum profiles can be connected to each
other via a bracket. This connection involves the insertion
of  nuts  in  the  profiles  and  fixing  with  the  screws.  The
bracket in question is not caratized by wings and allows
positioning the profiles in different positions. The item that
you can get for certain features differ from the one shown
in the photo, depending on the production ...

Angle 20*20
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14030101

The  package  contains:  1  x  Angle  20*20  Angle  with
centering lugs:  fast,  exact and non-rotating assembly -
when mounting transversely to the groove or on plates,
the centering lugs can be broken off The item that you can
get  for  certain  features  differ  from the  one  shown  in  the
photo,  depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided by automatic translation. If you have any
question...

Angle 20*28
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14030104
The  package  contains:  1  x  Angle  20*28  Angle  with
centering lugs:  fast,  exact and non-rotating assembly -
when mounting transversely to the groove or on plates,
the centering lugs can be broken off The item that you can
get  for  certain  features  differ  from the  one  shown  in  the
photo,  depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided by automatic translation. If you have any
question...

Gusset plate for aluminium profile serie 5
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14030108
The package contains: 1 x Gusset plate The gusset plate
connects 2 profiles with each other. In addition, it stiffens
the corner  joint  your  construction.  Ideal  application for
racks, base units or shelving systems. The item that you
can get  for  certain  features  differ  from the  one  shown in
the photo, depending on the production lot. However, the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided by automatic translation. If you...
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135° angle bracket for profile series 5 2020
Brand: DHM - SKU: 14030107

Package contains:  1 xAngle bracket 135for profile serie 5
2020  Aluminum  profiles  can  be  connected  to  each  other
with a bracket. This connection involves the insertion of
nuts in the slots of the profiles and fixing with screws. The
bracket  in  question  is  an  extruded  model  of  anodized
aluminum  to  connect  the  profiles  on  the  corners.  In
particular  it  is  a  135°  connection.

Open bracket with 90° fins for profile series 5 2020
Brand: DHM - SKU: 14030105

Package contains: 1 xOpen bracket with fins 90° for profile
serie 5 2020 Aluminum profiles can be connected to each
other by means of a bracket. This connection involves the
insertion of nuts in the slots of the profiles and fixing with
screws. The bracket in question is a 90° model with side
fins  that  prevent  possible  rotation.  The  characteristic  of
the brackets with fins is that the protrusions to be inserted
into the slots allow the simple pressure of ...

Open bracket with 90° fins for profile series 5 2020, blac...
Brand: DHM - SKU: 14090108
Package  contains:  1  x  Open  bracket  with  90°  fins  for
profile  series  5  2020  in  black  Aluminum  profiles  can  be
connected  to  each  other  by  means  of  a  bracket.  This
connection involves the insertion of nuts in the slots of the
profiles and fixing with screws. The bracket in question is
a 90° model with side fins that prevent possible rotation.
The  characteristic  of  the  brackets  with  fins  is  that  the
protrusions to be inserted in the slots allow the simple
pre...
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Series 6 (slot 8)
Profiles series 6 (8 mm slot)

Compass DHM projects supplies mechanical components for industrial automation and 3D printing. Among these we find the 6 series aluminum profiles. The
aluminum profiles with 6 mm groove and module 30 can be easily assembled thanks to the various accessories. They are particularly suitable for medium
loads, such as equipment trolleys, light fittings, frames and partitions.

30 mm base aluminum profiles:

Profiles with 8 mm groove: optimal conformation from the point of view of weight and resistance
The 30x30 and 30x60 profiles are characterized by convenience and stability, allowing the creation of various types of structures.

Modular aluminum profiles series 6: we have ready-to-ship profiles in bars that can be cut to size. Discover our cutting configurator to pack the profile kit you need.
In addition to the anodized profiles with various types and number of grooves (30x30 with 1 groove, 30x30 with 2 grooves, 30x30 with 3 grooves, 30x30 with 4 grooves, 30x60 rounded, 30x90 ...), you will
find the relative accessories such as aluminum brackets, joints two or three-way aluminum, plastic finishing caps and much more.
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SERIES 6 - 8mm slot - CUT TO MEASURE Structural profiles - anodized extr...
Brand: DHM Pro

SKU: config-serie6

Structural  extruded  aluminum  profiles  cut  to  size  -  length  expressed  in  millimeters  (mm)  ATTENTION
TOLERANCE ON CUTTING +/- 0.5mm Working time 24/48h What does series 6 mean? The profiles have 8
mm wide slots.  These profiles  are an intermediate solution between the light  and economical  series  5
and the heavier series 8. Furthermore, they have an important peculiarity: they have a transparent
anodized surface treatment. This means they can also be installed in unfavorable environments. By
choosing the right combination of slots, they can be used for various types of installation. For example,
they are ideal for creating test benches and other structures that can be customized with a variety of
accessories. Among the other products of the 6 series you can find pre-assembled or post-assembled T-
nuts, screws and accessories compatible with all the configurations you can obtain by customizing your
6 series profile! One of our services is the customization of the product, in particular the cutting to size.
We offer cutting to size using cutting-off machines and cutting benches, with the possibility of selecting
the most  suitable  material  for  your  needs by customizing thicknesses,  diameters  and lengths.  On
request you can take advantage of various types of processing: drilling, threading, tapping, end cutting,
creation of  grooves,  sanding,  satin finishing,  coloring and packaging.  You can use the contact  form on
the right or contact us by e-mail.

Available in the following versions:
GROOVED FACES - 4 sides hollow, 8MM HOLLOW STRUCTURAL
PROFILE (6 SERIES) - 30x120
GROOVED FACES - slots on 1 side, 8MM HOLLOW STRUCTURAL
PROFILE (6 SERIES) - 30x30
GROOVED FACES - hollow on 2 consecutive sides, 8MM HOLLOW
STRUCTURAL PROFILE (6 SERIES) - 30x30
GROOVED FACES - hollow on 2 opposite sides, 8MM HOLLOW
STRUCTURAL PROFILE (6 SERIES) - 30x30
GROOVED FACES - 3 sides hollow, 8MM HOLLOW STRUCTURAL
PROFILE (6 SERIES) - 30x30
GROOVED FACES - 4 sides hollow, 8MM HOLLOW STRUCTURAL
PROFILE (6 SERIES) - 30x30
GROOVED FACES - hollow on 2 consecutive sides, 8MM HOLLOW
STRUCTURAL PROFILE (6 SERIES) - 30x60
GROOVED FACES - hollow on 2 opposite sides, 8MM HOLLOW
STRUCTURAL PROFILE (6 SERIES) - 30x60
GROOVED FACES - 3 sides hollow, 8MM HOLLOW STRUCTURAL
PROFILE (6 SERIES) - 30x60
GROOVED FACES - 4 sides hollow, 8MM HOLLOW STRUCTURAL
PROFILE (6 SERIES) - 30x60

GROOVED FACES - 4 sides hollow, 8MM HOLLOW 
STRUCTURAL PROFILE (6 SERIES) - 30x90
GROOVED FACES - 4 sides hollow, 8MM HOLLOW 
STRUCTURAL PROFILE (6 SERIES) - 60x120

/srv/www/compass/html/pub1/img/p/4/8/4/3/9/9/0/4843990.jpg
https://www.dhm-online.com/serie-6-cava-8/4013-serie-6-cava-8mm-taglio-a-misura-profili-strutturali-profilati-in-alluminio-estruso-anodizzati.html
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5 pieces Hammer head screw slot série 6 M6*10 mm
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14020201

The package contains: 5 x Hammer head screw slot M6 x
10  T-head  bolt  for  our  profile  30  x  30.  For  additional
connections or attachments. Material: Galvanized steel -
Thread size: M6 - Thread length: 10 mm The item that you
can get  for  certain  features  differ  from the  one  shown in
the photo, depending on the production lot. However, the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided by automatic translation. If you have any...

5 pieces Hammer head screw slot série 6 M6*12 mm
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14020202

The package contains: 5 x Hammer head screw slot M6 x
12  T-head  bolt  for  our  profile  30  x  30.  For  additional
connections or attachments. Material: Galvanized steel -
Thread size: M6  The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided by automatic translation. If you have any
questions, please do ...

5 pieces Hammer head screw slot série 6 M6*16 mm
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14020203
The package contains: 5 x Hammer head screw slot M6 x
16  T-head  bolt  for  our  profile  30  x  30.  For  additional
connections or attachments. Material: Galvanized steel -
Thread size: M6  The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided by automatic translation. If you have any
questions, please do ...

5 pieces Hammer head screw slot série 6 M6*20 mm
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14020204
The package contains: 5 x Hammer head screw slot M6 x
20  T-head  bolt  for  our  profile  30  x  30.  For  additional
connections or attachments. Material: Galvanized steel -
Thread size: M6  The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided by automatic translation. If you have any
questions, please do ...
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Aluminum hinge black series 6
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14090105

The package contains: 1 x Black aluminum hinge series 6
Black aluminum hinge for aluminum profiles series 6.

Anodized aluminum hinge series 6
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14090104

Package contains: 1 x Anodized aluminum hinge series 6
Anodized aluminum hinge for aluminum profiles series 6.

Anodized aluminum hinge with nylon seals series 6
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14090106
The package contains: 1 x Anodized aluminum hinge with
nylon seals series 6 This anodized aluminum hinge has
nylon seals that prevent rubbing between the metal parts
of  the  hinge  itself  in  the  movements  of  opening  and
closing. This hinge is used with aluminum profiles series 6.

Post-assembly T-bolt - Series 6 steel M6*25 mm - pieces 5
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14020205
Package contains: 5 x T-bolt ofpost-assemblyM6*25mm-
Series 6 These nuts are suitable for use with extruded
aluminum profiles. They can be used with Series 6 profiles
that have an 8 mm slot. They can also be inserted during
or after profile assembly.
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Nylon hinge black series 6

Marca: DHM
SKU: 14090103

The package contains: 1 x Black nylon hinge series 6 Black nylon hinge for
aluminum profiles series 6.

Series 6 3-way connector

Marca: DHM
SKU: 14030210

Package contains: 1 x 6 Series 3-Way Connector 3-Way cube connector
for use with structural systems. Connects up to three aluminum profiles at
right angles. Product contains connector with cover caps and self-tapping
screws. It is used with profile series 6 module 30.
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Black flexible hollow cover for profile series 6 module 30...
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14080203

The  package  contains:  1  meter  x  Black  flexible  hollow
cover  for  profile series  6 module 30 Black flexible  gasket
used as a cover-groove for profiles series 6 8mm groove.

Flexible blue hollow cover for profile series 6 module 30 ...
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14080205

The package contains: 1 meter x Blue flexible hollow cover
for profile series 6 module 30 Blue flexible gasket used as
a hollow cover for profiles series 6 hollow 8mm.

Flexible yellow hollow cover for profile series 6 module 3...
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14080204
The  package  contains:  1  meter  x  Yellow  flexible  hollow
cover for profile series 6 module 30 Yellow flexible gasket
used as a hollow cover for profiles series 6 hollow 8mm.

Series 6 2-way connector
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14030212
Package contains: 1 x 6 Series 2-Way Connector 2-Way
cube connector for use with structural systems. Connects
up  to  three  aluminum  profiles  at  right  angles.  Product
contains  connector  with  cover  caps  and  self-tapping
screws. It is used with profile series 6 module 30.
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Black flexible hollow cover series 5 module 20 - per meter

Marca: DHM
SKU: 14080104

The  package  contains:  1  meter  x  Black  flexible  hollow  cover  series  5
module 20 Rigid black gasket used as a hollow cover for profiles series 5
hollow 6mm.

Rigid black PE hollow cover series 5 module 20 - per meter

Marca: DHM
SKU: 14080103

The package contains: 1 meter x Rigid black hollow cover PE series 5
module 20 Rigid black gasket used as a hollow cover for profiles series 5
hollow 6mm.
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Post-assembly nuts - Series 6 steel - M4 thread - pieces 1...
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14050202

Package contains:  10  xPost-assembly  nutsM4-  Series  6
These nuts are suitable for use with extruded aluminum
profiles. They can be used with 6-series profiles that have
an 8 mm slot. They can also be inserted during or after
profile assembly. Threaded tapped hole that allows you to
fix the nut with the respective screw.

Post-assembly nuts - Series 6 steel - M5 thread - pcs 10
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14050203

Package contains:  10  xPost-assembly  nutsM5-  Series  6
These nuts are suitable for use with extruded aluminum
profiles. They can be used with 6-series profiles that have
an 8 mm slot. They can also be inserted during or after
profile  assembly.  Threaded tapped hole  that  allows to  fix
the nut with the respective screw.

Post-assembly nuts - Series 6 steel - Thread M3 - pieces 1...
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14050201
Package contains: 10 xPost-assembly nutsM3 - Series 6
These nuts are suitable for use with extruded aluminum
profiles. They can be used with 6-series profiles that have
an 8 mm slot. They can also be inserted during or after
profile  assembly.  Threaded tapped hole  that  allows to  fix
the nut with the respective screw.

Rigid black PE hollow cover series 6 module 30 - per meter
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14080206
The package contains: 1 meter x Rigid black hollow cover
PE series 6 module 30 Rigid black gasket used as a hollow
cover for profiles series 6 hollow 8mm.
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Hammer nut M6 - series 6 - 10 pieces

Marca: DHM
SKU: 14050204

The package contains: 10 x Hammer nut For fast attachment of profiles.
Turn when tightening by 90 ° and thus engage in the groove. Hammer
nuts create a conductive connection. Material:  steel,  galvanized Other
accessories  and  matching  profiles  can  also  be  found  in  the  shop  or  on
request! The item that you can get for certain features differ from the one
shown  in  the  photo,  depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has been provided by
automatic translation. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to
contact us.

Sliding nut heavy - 10 pieces - series 6 M3

Marca: DHM
SKU: 14040201

The package contains: 10 x Sliding nut heavy You must insert this slot nut
into the groove before mounting the profile, a subsequent swinging oä is
not possible. Other accessories and matching profiles can also be found in
the shop or on request. The item that you can get for certain features
differ from the one shown in the photo, depending on the production lot.
However, the functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided by automatic translation. If you have any questions, please
do not hesitate to contact us.
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Sliding nut heavy - 10 pieces - series 6 M4
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14040202

The package contains: 10 x Sliding nut heavy You must
insert this slot nut into the groove before mounting the
profile,  a  subsequent  swinging  oä  is  not  possible.  Other
accessories and matching profiles can also be found in the
shop or on request. The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided...

Sliding nut heavy - 10 pieces - series 6 M5
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14040203

The package contains: 10 x Sliding nut heavy You must
insert this slot nut into the groove before mounting the
profile,  a  subsequent  swinging  oä  is  not  possible.  Other
accessories and matching profiles can also be found in the
shop or on request. The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided...

Sliding nut heavy - 10 pieces - series 6 M6
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14040204
The package contains: 10 x Sliding nut heavy You must
insert this slot nut into the groove before mounting the
profile,  a  subsequent  swinging  oä  is  not  possible.  Other
accessories and matching profiles can also be found in the
shop or on request. The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided...

Sliding nut heavy - 10 pieces - series 6 M8
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14040205
The package contains: 10 x Sliding nut heavy You must
insert this slot nut into the groove before mounting the
profile,  a  subsequent  swinging  oä  is  not  possible.  Other
accessories and matching profiles can also be found in the
shop or on request. The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided...
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Concealed joint for profiles series 6 8mm groove
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14030213

The  package  contains:  1  x  Concealed  joint  for  profiles
series  6  hollow  8mm  Joint  for  aluminum  profiles  module
30mm. This connector is ideal for joining profiles together
without  using  external  brackets.  The  joint  allows  an
external  connection  concealed  in  the  profile  for  a
functional  result.

Delrin Big wheel 625ZZ trolley wheels Openbuilds
Marca: DHM - SKU: 05060202

Package contains: 1 x Delrin Big wheel 625ZZ Delrin wheel
ideal  for  use  with  aluminum  profiles  in  the  movement  of
3D printers, but also other projects. Allows you to work
with  high  precision  and  tolerance.  Suitable  for  30x30
profiles. Internal hole 5 mm. Bearing 625zz.

Nylon handle 90 mm for extruded profile
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14090101
Package contains: 1 x Nylon handle 90 mm for extruded
profile Handle for extruded aluminum profiles or panels.

Pre-assembly long nut - Series 6 steel - Thread M6
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14040206
Package contains: 1 xLong pre-assembly nut with holesM6
-6  Series  This  nut  is  suitable  for  use  with  extruded
aluminum  profiles.  It  can  be  used  with  series  6  profiles
such as 30x30 mm and 30x60 mm, which have an 8 mm
slot.  They are to be inserted before mounting the profile.
Threaded tapped hole  that  allows  you  to  fix  the  nut  with
the  corresponding  screw.  They  are  suitable  for  fixing  a
linear  guide  to  the  profile.
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Aluminium handle 90 mm for extruded profile

Marca: DHM
SKU: 14090102

Package  contains:  1  x  Aluminum  handle  90  mm  for  extruded  profile
Handle  for  extruded  aluminum  profiles  or  panels.

Trolley wheels Delrin Big W wheel 625ZZ Openbuilds

Marca: DHM
SKU: 05060203

Package contains: 1 x Delrin Big W wheel 625ZZ Delrin wheel ideal for use
with  aluminum  profiles  in  the  movement  of  3D  printers,  but  also  other
projects. Allows you to work with high precision and tolerance. Suitable for
20x20 profiles. Internal hole 5 mm. Bearing 625zz.
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90 ° rotation bracket for 6 series profile

Marca: DHM
SKU: 14030202

The  package  contains:  1  x  90  °  rotation  bracket  for  6  series  profile
Aluminum  profiles  can  be  connected  to  each  other  via  a  bracket.  This
connection involves the insertion of nuts in the profiles and fixing with the
screws. The bracket in question is  not caratized by wings and allows
positioning the profiles in different positions. The item that you can get for
certain features differ from the one shown in the photo, depending on the
production lot. However, the functionality is retained. The description of
this item has been provided by automatic translation. If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Angle 60*60

Marca: DHM
SKU: 14030209

The package contains: 1 x Angle 60*60 Angle with centering lugs: fast,
exact and non-rotating assembly - when mounting transversely to the
groove  or  on  plates,  the  centering  lugs  can  be  broken off The  item that
you can get  for  certain  features differ  from the one shown in  the photo,
depending on the production lot. However, the functionality is retained.
The description of this item has been provided by automatic translation. If
you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
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Bracket 30*30 with 90° fins for profile series 6
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14030201

Package contains: 1 xBracket with fins 90° for profile sry 6
Aluminum  profiles  can  be  connected  to  each  other  by
means of a bracket. This connection involves the insertion
of nuts in the slots of  the profiles and fixing with screws.
The bracket in question is a 90° model with side fins that
prevent  possible  rotation.  The  characteristic  of  the
brackets with fins is that the protrusions to be inserted in
the slots allow the simple pressure of the nuts on th...

Concealed bracket 90° T slot for profile series 6
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14030203

Package contains:  1  xRetractable  bracket90° T  slot  for
profile sry 6 Aluminum profiles can be connected together
using  concealed  joints.  This  allows  clean  lines  to  be
created without  interference.  These concealed brackets
can  be  mounted  on  the  aluminum  profiles  immediately.
They  are  attached  with  screws  to  the  profile  groove  to
make  an  L-shaped  connection.

Triangle bracket 90° for profile series 6
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14030207
Package contains: 1 xTriangle bracket90° for profile serie
6 Rectangular triangle bracket (90°) made of aluminum.
For  the  attachment  of  series  6  profiles,  with  8  mm  slot,
such as 30*30 or 30*60. Can be used at corners as a
cover, or to reinforce connections between profiles.

Triangle bracket 90° Ø8 mm for profile series 6
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14030211
Package contains: 1 x Triangle bracket 90° Ø8 mm for
profile series 6 Rectangular triangle bracket (90°) made of
aluminum.  For  fixing  profiles  series  6,  with  8  mm  slot,
such as 30*30 or 30*60. Can be used at corners as a
cover, or to reinforce connections between profiles.
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Angle bracket 135° - serie 6
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14030206

The package contains: 1 x Angle bracket 135 ° Aluminum
profiles can be connected to each other via a bracket. This
connection  involves  the  insertion  of  nuts  in  the  profiles
and fixing  with  the  screws.  The bracket  in  question  is  an
extruded aluminum anodized model  for  connecting the
profiles  on  the  corners.  The  item  that  you  can  get  for
certain  features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality...

Angle bracket 45° - serie 6
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14030205

The package contains: 1 x Angle bracket 45° Aluminum
profiles can be connected to each other via a bracket. This
connection  involves  the  insertion  of  nuts  in  the  profiles
and fixing  with  the  screws.  The bracket  in  question  is  an
extruded aluminum anodized model  for  connecting the
profiles  on  the  corners.  The  item  that  you  can  get  for
certain  features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality  i...

Angle with groove guide for series 6
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14030204
The package contains: 1 x Angle with groove guide for
series  6  The  connection  of  two  profiles  with  one  angle  is
the  simplest  and  most  cost-effective  connection  method.
You  do  not  have  to  make  any  edits  to  the  profiles.
Material: die-cast aluminum The item that you can get for
certain  features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided ...

Corner Blind Brackets three-way type 6 series
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14030208
The package contains: 1 x Corner Blind Brackets three-
way  type  Example  of  use  of  the  retractable  corner
bracket: 3 profiles can be joined at an angle. They are an
internal connection that also acts as a cap for the profile.
The item that you can get for certain features differ from
the one shown in the photo, depending on the production
lot. However, the functionality is retained. The description
of this item has been provided by automatic translatio...
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Profile cover cap black 30*30 mm - 5 pieces

Marca: DHM
SKU: 14080201

The package contains: 5 x Profile cover cap black  The profile cover cap is
placed on the profile  end and protects  against  injuries.  It  also  beautifies
the look. Material: plastic black The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,  depending  on  the
production lot. However, the functionality is retained. The description of
this item has been provided by automatic translation. If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Profile cover cap black 30*60 mm - 5 pieces

Marca: DHM
SKU: 14080202

The package contains: 5 x Profile cover cap black  The profile cover cap is
placed on the profile  end and protects  against  injuries.  It  also  beautifies
the look. Material: plastic black The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,  depending  on  the
production lot. However, the functionality is retained. The description of
this item has been provided by automatic translation. If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
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Series 8 (slot 10)
Profiles series 8 (10 mm slot)

Compass DHM projects supplies mechanical components for industrial automation and 3D printing. Among these we find the 6 series aluminum profiles. The
aluminum profiles with 10 mm groove and 40 module can be easily assembled thanks to the various accessories. They are particularly suitable for
applications with high loads. The 10 mm groove is particularly stable, for example for workbenches, bodywork, machine frames, transport trolleys,
protective cabins and heavy handling systems.

40 mm base aluminum profiles:

Profiles with 10 mm groove: thanks to the particularly robust design, this groove allows high-strength connections.
The 40x40 and 40x80 profiles are characterized by convenience and stability, allowing the creation of various types of structures.

Modular aluminum profiles series 8: we have ready-to-ship profiles in bars that can be cut to size. Discover our cutting configurator to pack the profile kit you need.
In addition to the anodized profiles with various types and number of grooves (40x40 with 1 groove, 40x40 with 2 grooves, 40x40 with 3 grooves, 40x40 with 4 grooves, 40x80, 120x40), you will find the
relative accessories such as aluminum brackets, aluminum joints two or three way, plastic finishing caps and much more.
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SERIES 8 - Slot 10mm - CUT TO MEASURE Structural profiles - anodized ext...
Brand: DHM Pro

SKU: config-serie8

Structural  extruded  aluminum  profiles  cut  to  size  -  length  expressed  in  millimeters  (mm)  ATTENTION
TOLERANCE ON THE CUT OF + / - 0.5mm Working time 24/48h What does series 8 mean? The profiles
have  slots  10  mm  wide.  These  profiles  are  the  strongest  and  most  versatile  solution  to  obtain  an
excellent  weight/performance  ratio.  They  have  an  important  peculiarity:  they  have  a  transparent
anodized surface treatment. For this reason they can be installed even in unfavorable environments. By
choosing the right combination of slots, they can be used for various types of installation. For example,
they are ideal for the construction of supporting structures on machines and robotic systems. Among the
other  products  of  the  8  series  you  can  find  pre-assembled  or  post-assembled  T-nuts,  screws  and
accessories compatible with all configurations that you can obtain by customizing your 8 series profile!
One of our services is the customization of the product, in particular the cut to size. We offer cutting to
size using cutting-off machines and cutting benches,  with the possibility of  selecting the most suitable
material for your needs by customizing thicknesses, diameters and lengths. On request you can take
advantage of various types of processing: drilling, threading, tapping, end cutting, creation of grooves,
sanding, satin finishing, coloring and packaging. You can use the contact form on the right or contact us
by e-mail.

Available in the following versions:
10MM HOLLOW STRUCTURAL PROFILE (8 SERIES) - 40x120,
GROOVED FACES - 4 sides hollow
10MM HOLLOW STRUCTURAL PROFILE (8 SERIES) - 40x160,
GROOVED FACES - 4 sides hollow
10MM HOLLOW STRUCTURAL PROFILE (8 SERIES) - 40x40,
GROOVED FACES - slots on 1 side
10MM HOLLOW STRUCTURAL PROFILE (8 SERIES) - 40x40,
GROOVED FACES - hollow on 2 consecutive sides
10MM HOLLOW STRUCTURAL PROFILE (8 SERIES) - 40x40,
GROOVED FACES - hollow on 2 opposite sides
10MM HOLLOW STRUCTURAL PROFILE (8 SERIES) - 40x40,
GROOVED FACES - 3 sides hollow
10MM HOLLOW STRUCTURAL PROFILE (8 SERIES) - 40x40,
GROOVED FACES - 4 sides hollow
10MM HOLLOW STRUCTURAL PROFILE (8 SERIES) - 40x80,
GROOVED FACES - hollow on 2 consecutive sides
10MM HOLLOW STRUCTURAL PROFILE (8 SERIES) - 40x80,
GROOVED FACES - hollow on 2 opposite sides
10MM HOLLOW STRUCTURAL PROFILE (8 SERIES) - 40x80,
GROOVED FACES - 3 sides hollow

10MM HOLLOW STRUCTURAL PROFILE (8 SERIES) 
40x80, GROOVED FACES - 4 sides hollow
10MM HOLLOW STRUCTURAL PROFILE (8 SERIES) 
80x160, GROOVED FACES - 4 sides hollow

/srv/www/compass/html/pub1/img/p/4/8/4/5/3/4/2/4845342.jpg
https://www.dhm-online.com/serie-8-cava-10/4523-serie-8-cava-10mm-taglio-a-misura-profili-strutturali-profilati-in-alluminio-estruso-anodizzat.html
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Hammer nut M4 - series 8 - 5 pieces
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14050301

The  package  contains:  5x  Hammer  nut  For  fast
attachment of profiles. Turn when tightening by 90 ° and
thus  engage  in  the  groove.  Hammer  nuts  create  a
conductive connection. Material:  steel,  galvanized Other
accessories and matching profiles can also be found in the
shop or on request! The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality  is  retained.  The  des...

Hammer nut M5 - series 8 - 5 pieces
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14050302

The  package  contains:  15x  Hammer  nut  For  fast
attachment of profiles. Turn when tightening by 90 ° and
thus  engage  in  the  groove.  Hammer  nuts  create  a
conductive connection. Material:  steel,  galvanized Other
accessories and matching profiles can also be found in the
shop or on request! The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality  is  retained.  The  de...

Hammer nut M6 - series 8 - 5 pieces
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14050303
The  package  contains:  5  x  Hammer  nut  For  fast
attachment of profiles. Turn when tightening by 90 ° and
thus  engage  in  the  groove.  Hammer  nuts  create  a
conductive connection. Material:  steel,  galvanized Other
accessories and matching profiles can also be found in the
shop or on request! The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality  is  retained.  The  de...

Hammer nut M8 - series 8 - 5 pieces
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14050304
The  package  contains:  5x  Hammer  nut  For  fast
attachment of profiles. Turn when tightening by 90 ° and
thus  engage  in  the  groove.  Hammer  nuts  create  a
conductive connection. Material:  steel,  galvanized Other
accessories and matching profiles can also be found in the
shop or on request! The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality  is  retained.  The  des...
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Sliding nut heavy - 5 pieces - series 8 M5
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14040302

The package contains: 5 x Sliding nut heavy You must
insert this slot nut into the groove before mounting the
profile,  a  subsequent  swinging  oä  is  not  possible.  Other
accessories and matching profiles can also be found in the
shop or on request. The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided ...

Sliding nut heavy - 5 pieces - series 8 M6
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14040303

The package contains: 5 x Sliding nut heavy You must
insert this slot nut into the groove before mounting the
profile,  a  subsequent  swinging  oä  is  not  possible.  Other
accessories and matching profiles can also be found in the
shop or on request. The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided ...

Sliding nut heavy - 5 pieces - series 8 M8
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14040304
The package contains: 5 x Sliding nut heavy You must
insert this slot nut into the groove before mounting the
profile,  a  subsequent  swinging  oä  is  not  possible.  Other
accessories and matching profiles can also be found in the
shop or on request. The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided ...

Sliding nut heavy -5pieces - series 8 M4
Marca: DHM - SKU: 14040301
The package contains:5  x  Sliding  nut  heavy  You must
insert this slot nut into the groove before mounting the
profile,  a  subsequent  swinging  oä  is  not  possible.  Other
accessories and matching profiles can also be found in the
shop or on request. The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,
depending  on  the  production  lot.  However,  the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has
been provided b...
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Angle 40*40

Marca: DHM
SKU: 14030301

The package contains: 1 x Angle 40*40 Angle with centering lugs: fast,
exact and non-rotating assembly - when mounting transversely to the
groove  or  on  plates,  the  centering  lugs  can  be  broken off The  item that
you can get  for  certain  features differ  from the one shown in  the photo,
depending on the production lot. However, the functionality is retained.
The description of this item has been provided by automatic translation. If
you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Interior angle aluminum profile serie 8

Marca: DHM
SKU: 14030302

The package contains: 1 x Interior angle aluminum profile series 8 Internal
angle  for  the  right-angled  connection  of  profiles.  Suitable  for  our  profile
series 8. Interior angles allow an elegant construction, especially with the
design profile. Easy installation and attractive design. This interior angle is
more  solid  than  other  offered  angles  made  of  sheet  metal!  Application:
Installation of transverse bars on your construction that are not exposed
to high pressure loads. Ideal for a montage where you do not want to see
any angles. The item that you can get for certain features differ from the
one shown in the photo, depending on the production lot. However, the
functionality is retained. The description of this item has been provided by
automatic translation. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to
contact us.
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Angle with groove guide for series 8

Marca: DHM
SKU: 14030303

The package contains:  1 x  Angle with groove guide for  series 8 The
connection of  two profiles with one angle is  the simplest  and most  cost-
effective  connection  method.  You  do  not  have  to  make  any  edits  to  the
profiles. Material: die-cast aluminum The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,  depending  on  the
production lot. However, the functionality is retained. The description of
this item has been provided by automatic translation. If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Profile cover cap black 40*40 mm - 2 pieces

Marca: DHM
SKU: 14080301

The package contains: 2 x Profile cover cap black  The profile cover cap is
placed on the profile  end and protects  against  injuries.  It  also  beautifies
the look. Material: plastic black The item that you can get for certain
features  differ  from  the  one  shown  in  the  photo,  depending  on  the
production lot. However, the functionality is retained. The description of
this item has been provided by automatic translation. If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.



To order on the site you must be signed up with a MY DHM account.
This account also gives you access to all the free services on our 
online platform.
Before placing an order, please check the latest version of our 
General Terms and Conditions of Sale (GTC): 
https://www.dhm-online.com/en/content/3-terms-and-conditions

Note
Prices are not indicated in the catalogs. You can consult them directly on our website www.dhm-online.com
All trademarks and logos in this catalog are the property of their respective owners.
The images in this catalog may not correspond exactly to the product or product version to which they refer. In case of 
specific needs please contact us.
To know the availability of individual products consult our website www.dhm-online.com, search for the product by 
entering its SKU code or name.
The update of the catalog is annual. This is the edition 2021\2022

Our catalogs 
This catalog represents only a small part of our offer. We enrich our product portfolio continuously looking for partners that 
offer quality and safety, but not only. DHM PRO line is a brand that includes products that can be configured and 
customized to fit the customer.
You can discover our catalogs online.

Large Quantity Quotes
If you want to order large quantities of one or more products you can request a dedicated quote by sending a request 
for quote by email to info@dhm-online.com or by using the request form that you can find by accessing your account 
in the "Request Quote" section.
Service dedicated to B2B customers.

Web: www.dhm-online.com 
•  A totally renewed e-commerce for B2C and B2B customers
•  Allows you to purchase all the items in this catalog and more
•  Includes additional resources such as data sheets, videos, sample applications and projects, manuals, and all of our 
   PDF catalogs
•  PDF catalogs, news and promotions.

BUY EASILY®
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OUR STRENGTHS
• Quality/price ratio
• More than 20000 products in stock
• More than 50 brands specialized in
  the sector
• Warehouse based in Northern Italy
• Deliveries all over the world
• 10 years of experience in the sector

OUR SERVICES
• Consulting and design
• Production and development
     - Mechanical machining
     - 3D scanning and reverse engineering
     - Rapid prototyping
• After-sales assistance

WHY CHOOSE US:

Registered address:
via Sesta Strada, 6
30010 Campolongo Magg.re (VE)  Italy

Warehouse: 
via Righe, 13 
35028 Piove di Sacco (PD) Italy
P.IVA: IT 04879160283

How to contact us:
Tel: +39 0492701149
info@dhm-online.com

Where to find us online:
www.dhm-online.com
www.dhm-automation.it




